
The claim that Allah (the name of God in Islam) historically originates as a moon god

worshiped in pre-Islamic Arabia originates in early 20th-century scholarship, most

prominently advocated by American evangelicals from the 1990s.

 "Allah" was the name of a moon god in pre-Islamic Arabic mythology, the implication

being that "Allah" as the term for God in Islam implies that Muslims worship a different

deity than the Judeo-Christian one. The use of a lunar calendar and the prevalence of

crescent moon imagery in Islam is said by some to be the origin of this hypothesis

The origin of the word Allah can be derived from

EL --- ELLAH --- ALLAH
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God El,  the supreme god of East Semitic speakers in Mesopotamia’s Early Dynastic Period.

The proposed Greek equalent of El is Cronus. Israelite equivalent isYahweh. El had many

kids from his Consort, Asherah/Athirat. They kids were :

Yam

Mot

Anat

Ashtar

Shahar

Shalim

Shapash

Baal 

Athtart

Hadad

Dagon

Asherah is identified as the queen consort of the Sumerian god Anu / El,the oldest deities of

their respective pantheons,as well as Yahweh, the god of Israel and Judah.This role gave her

a similarly high rank in the Ugaritic pantheon. Despite her association with Yahweh in

extra-biblical sources, Deuteronomy 12 has Yahweh commanding the destruction of her

shrines so as to maintain purity of his worship.

Here, we see once polytheistic turning into monotheistic. Now the new holy books were

accompanied by the stories of the great deals done by different gods as done by one

supreme god.In this way, the new religions claimed, all the worship to their one God who

was just one among the many deities worshipped in the ancient world. Let us see who the

one God, Allah of Quran. 
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The True Identity of YAHWEH: A Shocking Revelation

Let us reveal his secret identity, his true identity and his evolution over the ages in this

particular article.

Please take the link below for the 

https://rudrasenafoundation.blogspot.com/2018/11/the-true-identity-of-yahweh-

shocking.html?m=1

The moon plays a significant role in Islam because of the use of a lunar Islamic calendar to

determine the date of Ramadan. The crescent moon, known as Hilal, defines the beginning

and end of the Islamic months as it did for the Babylonian calendar.

The word "Allah" is a contraction of "Al-ilah," 'al' meaning "the" and "ilah" meaning 'god.'

Early biographers said that "al-ilah" comes from 'El" or 'Elohim," meaning the God of the

Bible but, "Early scholars attested the diffusion of this belief SOLELY TO CHRISTIAN AND

JUDAIC INFLUENCES. BUT NOW  a growing number of authors maintain that this idea of Allah

had older roots IN ARABIA..." We must look for the ORIGINS OF ALLAH AMONG THE ARABIAN

DEITIES,and NOT from the Judeo-Christian Bible! Even though Allah had been given

attributes and stories of Judeo-Christian religions. Allah have a mixed evolution series that

is, from ancient Arabic pagan religion and also Judeo-Christian religion.

The Arabs had tribal gods, whom they worshiped. Every tribe had their own God. "The

Quraysh tribe into which Muhammad was born was particularly devoted to Allah. Before

Muhammad was EVER BORN, his tribe worshipped Allah, and he was the CHIEF GOD OF

MECCA:

So the Allah that the Meccans worshipped was
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Chief god at Mecca in the Kaaba

The same god Muhammad was proclaiming and worshipped by him and the pagan

Arabs.

He was worshipped centuries before Muhammad.

Allah was the tribal deity of Quraysh, Mohammed's tribe, and was the supreme god of

Mohammed's youth.

Even though history shows that Allah was the chief god of the Quraysh, and the Kaaba. We

also see a god called HUBAL WHO WAS THE CHIEF GOD OF THE KAABA, AND OF THE QURAYSH

TRIBE! How can this be? Is there a contradiction in history?

The Funk and Wignall's Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology and Legend says under "Allah,"

"The pre-Mohammedan Arabic god HUBAL HAD AS HIS TITLE ALLAHU meaning 'THE GOD'... You

know, from where Allahu came ( El - Ellah- Ellahu- Allahu).

Muslims don't want to admit what history shows, the Hubal is Allah. Robert Morey writes:

"Religious claims often fall before results of hard sciences such as archaeology...the hard

evidences demonstrates that the god Allah was a pagan deity. In fact he was the MOON GOD[

Hubal]

Another source writes:"Hubal was associated with the Semitic god BA'L [Baal].Is it any

surprise that "The Daughters of BAAL are three in number...The triad of Baal's daughters is

reflected in the triad ofALLAH'S DAUGHTERS according to pre-Islamic Arabs. There is some
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outside confirmation that the three goddesses ARE DAUGHTERS OF BAAL.The Quraysh

ADOPTED ALLAH AS BAAL, and added the goddesses to his cult the same way as Baal

had three daughters in the Fertile Crescent. They venerated him and his three female

companions in his new House, the Kaaba at Mecca.

From this we can conclude the evolution steps :

EL/ Anu ( The supreme Chief of the tribe ) ---- Baal ---- Hubal ---- Allahu 

According to the Encyclopedia of Religion, Allah corresponded to the Babylonian god Baal,

and Arabs knew of him long before Mohammed worshipped him as the supreme God.

Before Islam the Arabs recognized many gods and goddesses, each tribe had their own

deity. There were also nature deities. Allah was the god of the local Quarish tribe, which was

Mohammed's tribe before he invented Islam to lead his people out of their polytheism.

Allah was then known as the Moon God, who had 3 daughters who were viewed as

intercessors for the people into Allah. Their names were Al-at, Al-uzza, and Al-Manat,

which were three goddesses; the first two daughters of Allah had names which were

feminine forms of Allah. Hubal was the chief God of the Kaaba among the other 360 deities.

Hubal was the chief God of the Kaaba among the other 360 deities. Hubal was a statue

likeness of a man whose body was made of red precious stones whose arms were made of

gold. (Reference Islam George Braswell Jr.)

Each uses the solar and lunar calendars respectively to mark their holy days. Jesus is

the Sun personified. Christmas is known in science as the winter solstice, the shortest

day of the year. Ancient minds thought it was the Sun being “born” as the Sun would

Christianity is an ancient Sun cult, Islam is an ancient moon cult
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appear to rise higher and higher each day after the winter solstice.

Simply the ancient spiritually enlightened minds saw the Sun, moon and constellations

to be Gods! They personified the energy forms of celestial bodies in art. The energy

forms were made in the form of a  human being to have kind of attachment and love to

the energy. 

The ninth zodiac constellation is Taurus. This is not 

a common bull but an wild ox, a "Reem". He is in intense 

rage, barreling down on his enemy. He is a great white wild ox which has two long

forward-pointing horns. His forelegs suggest 

that he is charging forward. It is a prophecy of Christ, the coming Judge, 

and Ruler, and "Lord of all the earth" (Deuteronomy 33:17; John 

5:26-27) 

Even the Israelites had their idol the "Golden Calf" of the Exodus. Aaron made a

golden image of a male calf in order that the people might worship the Lord under this

form in Exodus 32:4. After the division of the kingdom, Jeroboam set up two golden

calves in his kingdom, one at Bethel and one at Dan (1 Kings 12:28-29). Many bull

figurines have been found in the Early Israelite period (about 1200-1000 B.C.). The

Babylonians looked on the bull as the symbol of their greatest gods. The bull was a

sacred animal in Phoenicia and Syria. Among the Semitic Canaanites the bull was the

symbol of Baal.
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